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Samantha McFarlane

She gets her adrenaline pumping by skiing the  
  most challenging back country trails,  
 hiking the grand canyon in a day, or  
  decorating extreme Christmas cookies.

It’s a special kind of rush when you hike from the rim of the Grand Canyon, down to the 
Colorado River, and back up to the rim in a single day. It’s a different kind of rush to be 
on a mountain skiing an extremely challenging back country trail. Either one might be 
considered “going out on a ledge” by some, but they both suit Samantha McFarlane just 
fine. You see, Samantha has a unique outlook on life. For her, it’s about savoring every 
moment, and approaching each day with a sense of humor and wonder.

Samantha earned a Bachelor of Arts in English with an emphasis in Creative Writing from 
the University of Kansas. She also holds a Bachelor of Science in Secondary English 
Education from Fort Hays State University. She previously worked at Cerner Corporation 
as an implementation consultant and project manager. There she gleaned experience 
that she applies to her daily work with clients at RPI. “Having direct experience and 
insight into what my clients go through is extraordinarily helpful,” she notes.

Background and Experiences

These fun personality traits belie the other side of what makes Samantha tick. She is also 
meticulous, insanely organized, and able to clearly see the entire playing field. It is this 
side of her that earns the respect and appreciation of clients she helps as an RPI 
Consultants Project Coordinator. “I enjoy providing my clients with peace of mind when it 
comes to helping them learn and implement software,” she says.

Two Sides to the Personality Coin

Samantha has been an avid skier all her life, and even has a tattoo of the A-basin trail map on her side! “There’s nothing 
quite like the silence at the top of an empty run, or the adrenaline after dropping in,” she explains. Another hobby is cookie 
decorating, especially the one scary snowman cookie she decorated that the family still talks about!

Product Knowledge  
Perceptive / ImageNow 

OnBase by Hyland 

Brainware by Hyland 

Kofax KTM / KTA / Capture

Skills & Competencies 
Technical Installs  

Software Upgrades 

Solution & Workflow Design 

Troubleshooting & Support 

Solutions & Industries 
Financial Services 

Accounts Payable  

Higher Education  

Healthcare 

Manufacturing 

Government

Adrenaline Junkie


